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14th Fumigants & Pheromones Conference Scouting
David Mueller, Conference Organizer, has made it a
priority to travel to the location of the next conference to
experience the hotel, travel, weather, and services for
himself. This level of dedication is what has made the
Fumigants & Pheromones Conference such a worldclass event sought after by people from many different
countries.

Planning a conference on the other side of the world is
not an easy task. There are two requirements needed to
ensure conference attendees have an excellent
experience. The first requirement is to work with a
company local to the area with insight and connections.
We have had a 25-year friendship with Keith Delport of
Fumigation Tobacco Limited, and we will be working
closely with him and his team to create an unforgettable
experience for conference attendees. The second
requirement is to travel to the location and evaluate
conference facilities and amenity options.
For six days in the middle of July, I had the opportunity
as a member of the conference planning committee to
travel to Zimbabwe as well as Zambia and Botswana.
The goal was to help make the final decisions on what
the attendees will be doing in and out of the educational
portion of the 14th Fumigants and Pheromones
Conference, May 12-14, 2020.

The Casa region of southern Africa
I have been fortunate enough to travel in and outside of
the United States. My trip to the Casa region of southern
Africa is right there at the top on my list of favorite
places. If attending the 14th Fumigants & Pheromones
Conference in Victoria Falls, May 2020 is not reason
enough, look at some of the pictures I captured of the
region as well as the conference facilities we have
selected. Register and book your tickets now!

The Zimbabwe double rainbow view of Victoria Falls attendees might see
during the conference welcome reception.
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Zambian view of Victoria Falls in July. Rock cliffs will not be visible during
May due to the amount of water flowing in the river.

The Elephant Hills Resort has been carefully selected because of its modern
amenities such as this conference room where attendees will learn from
practical and scientific presentations.

Photo of elephants crossing the Zambezi River

David Mueller, Conference Organizer with a view of Victoria Falls from
Zambia.

Spectacular sunset in Zambia on the Zambezi River

Close encounter with elephant herds during early morning game drive.

Spectacular sunrise view from the back of the Elephant Hills Resort. Be sure
to keep your doors closed or the monkeys will get into your room!

There is no shortage of elephants in the Casa region. This herd was seen
coming to the river for a cool drink of water.

